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To ensure compliance with Treasury Regulations (31 CFR Part 10, Sec. 10.35), we inform you 
that any tax advice contained in this correspondence was not intended or written by us to be 
used, and cannot be used by you ‘or anyone else, for the purpose of avoiding penalties 
imposed by the Internal Revenue (Code. 

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland E Knight LLP (‘‘H&K“), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom 
it  is addressed. I f  you believe you received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your 
computer and do not copy or disclose i t  to anyone else. If you are not an existing client of HEK, do not construe anything in this e- 
mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to HEK in reply that you 
expect i t  to hold in confidence. I f  you properly received this e m a i l  as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should 
maintain its contents in confidence in order to preserve the attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to 
protect confidentiality. 
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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In Re: Application for increase in water and 

Highlands, Lake, Lee, Marion, Orange, 

Seminole, Sumter, Volusia, and Washington 
Counties by Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 

) 

1 

1 
1 
) 

wastewater rates in Alachua, Brevard, DeSoto, ) DOCKETNO. 100330-WS 

Palm Beach, Pasco, Polk, Putnam, ) Dated: April 5,201 1 

AQUA WILITIES FLORIDA, INC.’S 
RESPONSE TO CITIZEIYS’ PRELIMINARY AREAS OF CONCERN 

Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. (“AUF”) appreciates the Office of Public Counsel (“OPC”) 

filing its Preliminary Area of Concerns in this case. AUF respectfully responds as follows.’ 

I. OUALITY OF SERVICE; 

OPC filed its Preliminary Areas of Concerns on March 24, 201 1. In its filing, OPC 

claims that AUF’s quality of service is unsatisfactory and the rate of return on equity should be 

reduced. AUF strongly disagrees. OPC‘s claims overlook that since May 22, 2009, the 

Commission and its Staff have closely monitored AUF’s quality of service for all of AUF’s 

systems that are part of this rate case. During that 22 month period, not once has the Commission 

or its Staff found that AUF’s quality of service was unsatisfactory. To the contrary, in its 

recommendation dated March 4,2010, Commission Staff found: 

Based on staffs review of Am’s processes for handling customer complaints, 
meter reading, and customer billing, as well as its environmental compliance, staff 
recommends that AUF’s performance as specified in the Monitoring Plan detailed 
in the Final Order is adeaiiate. 

Staff Recommendation, dated March 4,2010 in Docket No. 080121-WS at p. 13. 

’ For ease of reference, A m ’ s  response tracks the organizational structure of OPC’s Preliminary Areas of Concern. 



Furthermore, when the Commission decided to continue to monitor A W s  quality of service 

through the end of 2010, it expressly found that " preliminary results show substantial 

imorovement in AUF's customer service." Order No. PSC-10-0218-PAA-WS (emphasis added). 

To support its claim of un.ratisfactory service, OPC relies almost exclusively on customer 

comments made at the customer rneetings which Staff conducted last fall as part of this proposed 

agency action ("PAA") proceeding. AUF respects the right of its customers to fully participate 

in this rate case, and takes the comments of its customers seriously. However, as the Commission 

recently recognized, making a service quality finding based primarily on customer comments is 

problematic, particularly when such commentary is elicited in the midst of a proceeding seeking 

to increase rates. See Order KO. PSC-l--O297-PAA-WS ("After analyzing the responses, 

reviewing the customer comment:;, and talking to over 100 customers, it appeared that the survey 

did not accurately measure AUF's customer service performance. Rather it appeared that many 

customers were evaluating AUF':r rates, not whether their specific concerns were appropriately 

addressed.") 

Recently, on April 1, 201 L, AUF's undersigned counsel received a 10 page "response" to 

AUF's Final Quality of Service Monitoring ("QSM") Report, which OPC filed in this case and in 

Docket No. 080121-WS on March 31 2011. Because OPC has overlooked key facts and 

distorted the objective data set forth in AUF's Final QSM Report, AUF will file a detailed reply 

to OPC's response in this proceeding. In the meantime, and for the record, AUF strongly 

disagrees with OPC's claims thai AUF's quality of service is unsatisfactory and that its rate of 

return on equity should be reduced. 
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11. RATEBASE 
.Pro Forma Plant 

OPC claims that many of the pro forma plant additions included in this rate case should 

be disallowed. AUF disagrees. OPC overlooks extensive pro forma plant information which 

AUF provided in response to OPC's discovery and Staffs data requests. See AUF's initial and 

supplemental responses to Staff's Second Data Request; AUF's Answers to OPC Interrogatory 

("IROG") No. 7; and, documents produced by AUF in response to OPC's Request for Production 

of Documents ("POD") No. 12 The information provided by AUF included a detailed 

breakdown of each pro forma project that explained the necessity of each project, the projected 

total cost of each project, and the amount already expended and booked by AUF for each project. 

The overwhelming majority of these pro forma projects: 

In AUF's Supplemental Response to Staffs Second Data Request No. 7, AUF provided 

uncontroverted documentation which supports over $3 million in pro forma plant additions, and 

includes $2,420,807 in actual invoices received and recorded on AUF's books. This 

documentation also includes $585,482 in signed contractdproposals for projects currently being 

designed, built, andor installed. ]In addition, AUF provided its supporting project ledgers which 

reflect $25,131 in AFUDC accm.ds. It should be made clear that these documented amounts 

above do not include the capitalized labor and overhead already booked by AUF. To further 

support the actual costs of the pro forma plant additions, AUF provided AC290 reports for each 

are required for environmental purposes; 

address customers' secondary water quality concerns; 

have either been completed and placed into service; or, 

are currently in the implementation phase 
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project which detailed the invoices, capitalized labor, and, if applicable, AFUDC. In summary, 

AUF believes that it has fully supported its pro forma plant additions through its responses to 

discovery, specifically in the Seve:nth Supplemental Response to Staff Second Data Request No. 

I. 

In addition, AUF has provided OPC and Staff numerous updates on the status of each 

pro forma plant addition. As indicated in its Sixth Supplemental Response to Staff Data Request 

No. 2, dated February 28, 201 1, AUF is no longer proposing the following projects: 

e 

e 

Park Manor - Wastewater I&l project 

Jasmine Lakes - Wastewater wier and walkway replacement 

e South Seas - Wastewater Wet Weather storage 

As further indicated in its Sixth Supplemental Response to Staffs Second Data Request, the 

following pro forma projects have been completed and placed into service: 

Water: 

e Ocala Oaks - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

e Rosalie Oaks - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

e Lake Gibson - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

e Piney Woods - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

e 48 Estates - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

e 

e 

Ravenwood - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

Silver Lakes / Western Shores - Water Chlorine conversion - Western Shores 

e 

e 

e 

Silver Lakes / Western Shores -Water Chlorine conversion - Silver Lake Estates 

Skycrest - Water Well #1 pump replacement 

Tomoka / Twin Rivers - Water Chloramine Project 
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Tomoka / Twin Rivers - Water main relocation 

The Woods - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement 

Tangerine - Water Line Looping and Replacement 

Tangerine - Water Hardness Sequestering 

Zephyr Shores - Water Quality Project - Sequestering 

Wastewater: 

Arredondo Farms - Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrades (WWTF) 

Arredondo Farms - Wastewater Pond Rehabilitation (WWTF) 

Arredondo Farms - Wastewater Pond - Sinkhole Stabilization (WWTF) 

Jungle Den - Wastewater I&I project 

South Seas - Reject and Surge Tank Replacement - Reuse (WWTF) 

South Seas - WWTF upgrades -new diffusers (WWTF) 

Valencia Terrace - WWTF improvements 

The Woods - Wastewater Percolation Pond Rehabilitation 

Various - (3) Truck Replacements and retirements (Jasmine Lakes, Ocala Oaks, Village 

Water) 

Several pro forma project:; are either currently under construction, or are being designed 

for construction. Indeed, as shown in AUF's Sixth Supplemental Response to Staffs Second 

Data Request, AUF has supplied support documentation in the form of signed contracts, 

invoices for construction of plant, proposals, and bids for the following projects: 

Arredondo Farms - Hydropneumatic Tank Replacement - (tank construction completed) 

Sunny Hills - Connect Well #4 to plant # 1  storage facilities - (construction permit 

received - preliminary design complete - final design in process) 
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Sunny Hills -Additional Storage Facilities - (study complete - currently being designed) 

Breeze Hill - Wastewater I&I project - (bids received) 

Jasmine Lakes - Water generator - (quote received) 

Lake Suzy - Air Headers and Surge Tank - (currently under construction - waiting final 

invoices) 

Tomoka View / Twin Rivers - Storage Tank Liners - (original bids received - revised 

bid requested due to Volusia County slight delay 

Lake Suzy - Fire Flow - (hydraulic analysis complete - currently in design) 

Lake Josephine / Sebring Lakes - Secondary Water Quality (AdEdge) - (signed contract 

- meeting held with DEP - treatment vessels being constructed - invoice submitted - 

contract on design work provided) 

Leisure Lakes - Secondary Water Quality (AdEdge) - (signed contract - meeting held 

with DEP - treatment vesr:els being constructed - invoice submitted - contract on design 

work provided) 

Village Water - Effluent Disposal - Disposal option identified pursuant to Consent Order 

- hydraulic analysis being performed - design contracts provided - working with 

landowner to execute contract - soil testing being completed) 

Peace River - Gross Alpha Treatment - Monitoring in process - Pilot project completed 

- design underway 

To further support the above-listed projects, on March 18, 2011, AUF supplied its 

Seventh Supplemental Response ‘to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. In preparing its response 

to OPC’s Preliminary Area of Concerns, AUF discovered that it needed to make four revisions to 

the attachment to its Seventh Supplemental Response: 
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a) For Arredondo Estates - HTP replacement - the amount of $52,335 was inadvertently 

inputted as a text instead of a value. ‘Therefore, this amount was not included in the total 

sum of the column. 

b) For Breeze Hill - the bid i!n the amount of $75,812 was not included in the Bid/Proposal 

column. 

c) For Lake Gibson Estates -. WWTF lift station #2 replacement - the amount of $6,219 was 

previously included in plant in service in the MFRs. This has been removed. 

d) For Admin IT Projects - the total Florida amount was included. AUF has revised this 

amount to only reflect the allocated jurisdictional amount. 

To reflect these revisions, attached as Exhibit “A” is an updated Pro Forma Plant Rate Case 

Documentation spreadsheet which revises the previously submitted attachment to its Seventh 

Supplemental Response to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. Furthermore, the appropriate 

Deferred Taxes discussed in the “Capital Structure” section of this response have been calculated 

using these revisions. 

OPC’s filing includes tables with recommended adjustments to pro forma plant by Rate 

Group. AUF responds to OPC‘s recommended adjustments as follows: 

Water Rate Group 1 - AUF agrees to all of‘ OPC’s adjustments, with one exception. Contrary 

to OPC’s claims, the Jasmine Lakes - Disinfection Contact Time Project is moving forward. In 

response to Staffs Second Data Request, AUF supplied a signed agreement in the amount of 

$9,250 for this project. 

Water Rate Group 2 - AUF agrees to OPC’s adjustments for Lake Gibson Estates and Piney 

Woods. However, AUF does riot agree with the proposed adjustments for the Sunny Hills 

projects, The Sunny Hills connection project is required by a DEP consent order. This project is 



currently being designed and it i:j expected to be completed by April 201 1. The Sunny Hills 

additional storage project is also required by a DEP consent order. The study has been 

completed and the project is cunently being designed. AUF expects that this project will be 

completed in June 201 1. AUF is in compliance with all terms and timelines in the referenced 

consent order. See AUF’s responses to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. 

Water Rate Group 3 - AUF agrees to OPC’s adjustment to Water Rate Group 3. 

Water Rate Group 4 - AUF agrees to OPC’s adjustments in its table with the exception of: 

Lake Suzy, Lake Josephine / Sebring, and Leisure Lakes. For those projects, AUF has submitted 

invoices supporting all costs incurred to date in response to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. 

Also in its responses to Staff Second Data Request, AUF has supplied signed contracts for the 

Highlands County systems of Lake Josephine / Sebring, and Leisure Lakes. These are essential 

components to AUF’s Secondary Water Quallty Project designed to resolve customers concerns 

regarding the removal of hydrogen sulfides. Attached as Exhibit “ B  is the current construction 

schedule for these treatment syslems. This schedule clearly shows that the systems will be 

installed by April 11, 2011 and operational and in service by April 20, 2011. AUF has also 

attached as Exhibit “C” additional invoices to support these projects. For the Tomoka / Twin 

Rivers tank lining project, AUF has submitted the signed proposal for this project in its responses 

to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. This project is a direct result of a Volusia County 

Department of Health (VCHD) letter. The need for the project is prompted by the age and 

condition of the tank. 

Wastewater Rate Group 2 - AUF agrees to the adjustments in OPC’s table for this rate group. 

However, there are two additional projects completed and in service for the Arredondo Farms 

wastewater treatment facilities. These projects were required to rehabilitate a percolation pond 
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and stabilize a sink hole. The supporting invoices for these two additional projects have been 

submitted in AUF’s responses to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. 

Wastewater Rate Group 3 - AlJF does not agree with OPC’s recommended adjustments, The 

Jungle Den wastewater project was needed to investigate and resolve I&I in the collection 

system. This project has been completed. AUF performed most of the work with the assistance 

of the Florida Rural Water Association and with the outside contractor, Utility Technicians. 

There was a cost savings to the utility and the project was completed at the total actual cost of 

$12,263, instead of the projected cost of $60,000. AUF submitted invoices of outside contractors 

in the amount of $11,900. See AUF’s 

responses to Staffs Second Data Request KO. 7. Contrary to OPC’s claims, these capitalized 

costs are not recovered “elsewhere” in the filing. 

The additional amount was for capitalized labor. 

For the Rosalie Oaks lift station relocation, AUF supplied additional information on this 

project on February 21, 201 1, in its response to Staffs Twentieth Data Request. This project was 

needed because of a new property owner no longer allowing access to the utility’s lift station 

located on his property. 

Wastewater Rate Group 4 - AUF does not agree with OPC’s proposed adjustments to the 

Village Water effluent disposal project. The project is required by a DEP consent order. AUF 

has worked diligently to identify this disposal alternative, which will provide substantial cost 

savings to its customers. The project is in the design and permit stage. AUF has performed the 

necessary soil boring tests, and is currently performing the hydraulic analysis. AUF expects that 

this project will be completed and in service by the end of May 201 1. The total cost of this 

project is expected to be $250,000. See AUF’s responses to Staff Second Data Request No. 7. 
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“Other Rate Bands” - OPC has :nlso recommended an adjustment to remove the wastewater pro 

forma item for the Breeze Hill - wastewater I&I study. AUF disagrees. The Breeze Hill 

wastewater project was necessary to investigate and resolve I&I in the collection system. AUF 

previously submitted a proposal from Williams Testing, LLC in the amount of $75,812. As of 

January 31, 2011, AUF had expended $10,304. This project was completed on March 18,201 1. 

Attached as Exhibit “D” is an invoice for the project in the amount of $64,755. Thus, to date, 

AUF has expended $75,059 on the project, not including all capitalized labor. 

AUF also disagrees with OPC recommendation that the Peace River Gross Alpha project 

be eliminated. This project is required by DEP to address a Radium 226 issue. The pilot test 

project has been completed and the ion exchange treatment system is currently in design. To 

date, AUF has provided invoices i.otaling $8,308 for the project. See AUF’s responses to Staffs 

Second Data Request No. 7. As of April 1, 2011, the results of AUF’s monitoring require that 

the ion exchange treatment syslem be constructed and installed pursuant to the following 

schedule. AUF is required to submit an application to DEP within the next 60 days. Once DEP 

issues the permit, the certification of completion must be submitted within 180 days. 

Retirements - AUF agrees that tlhe pro forma plant items are offset by $369,045 in retirements. 

Information supporting these retirement amounts previously has been provided in Exhibit B in 

AUF’s Application filed on September 1, 2010. On January 14, 201 1, AUF provided additional 

information regarding the retirement amounts in its response to Staff’s Eleventh Data Request. 

111. USED AND USEFUL 

In its filing, OPC seeks tcl reinvent the wheel by suggesting that the Commission ignore 

the used and useful methodologies and resulting percentages that were previously determined by 

the Commission in AUF’s last rati: case. Not only does OPC‘s approach ignore legal precedent, it 
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would unnecessarily increases rate case expense. AUF is sensitive to the rate case expense, 

which is ultimately passed onto ratepayers. In order to minimize rate case expense, AUF made 

every possible effort to follow the Commission’s approved used and useful methodologies 

previously adjudicated in the last irate case. 

AUF has addressed each of OPC’s used and useful concerns below: 

Palm Port - The DEP permitted capacity for the WWTF’ is 15,000 GPD as demonstrated in the 

permit previously provided as part of the MFRs. Pursuant to Rule 25-30.432, Florida 

Administrative Code (“FAC”), the wastewater used and useful calculation shall be based on the 

most recent operating permit issued by the DBP. Thus, the DEP permitted capacity must be used 

in the denominator of the used and useful equation. AUF provided this calculation on December 

8,2010, in response to Staff Sixth Data Request. 

Breeze Hill - At the time AUF purchased these system, the Commission did not have an 

approved used and useful rule foi. water systems. Subsequent to the purchase, the Commission 

adopted a water used and useful rule that specifically states that consideration should be given 

for systems which are built out. See Rule 25-30.4325(4), FAC. Because the Breeze Hill water 

and wastewater systems are both built out, each should be considered 100% used and useful. 

This is consistent with the Commission’s previous findings in AUF’s last rate case concerning 

built out systems. See Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS, pages 33 - 37. 

Zephyr Shores - OPC claims that AUF failed to consider the recently installed second water 

well in its used and useful calculation for the water treatment system. This is incorrect. AUF 

specifically considered the addition of the second well. AUF also relied on the Commission’s 

recently approved rule, Rule 25-30.4325(6), FAC, concerning water treatment plant used and 

useful calculations That rule specifically provides that in determining the appropriate used and 
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useful calculation for a water treatment system, the largest well should be removed. Thus, when 

AUF calculated its proposed used and useful, it appropriately removed the largest well, This 

approach is consistent with the Clommission’s previous decision in Docket No. 080121-WS. See 

Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS. 

It should also be noted that AUF provided this additional information concerning the 

second well in its response to StafFs Sixth Data Request. 

Peace River - OPC argues that A.UF recently purchased this system and should have considered 

the used and useful calculation during the due diligence review. OPC is misinformed. AUF 

purchased this system in 2003 ais part of the majority stock transfer from Aqua Source. The 

system is extremely small. At the time of stock purchase, the Commission did not have a used 

and useful rule for water systems, Subsequent to the purchase, the Commission adopted a water 

used and useful rule that specifically states that consideration should be given for systems which 

are built out. Rule 25-30.4325(4), FAC. The Peace River water and wastewater systems are 

built out with no possibility of expansion. In fact, these systems have experienced a decline of 

customers from approximately 105 customers to the current 85 customers. To be consistent with 

Rule 25-30.4325(2), FAC, this decline in customers also should be taken into consideration when 

determining the appropriate used and useful percentage. This approach is consistent with the 

Commission’s previous findings (concerning built-out systems in A m ’ s  last rate case. See Order 

No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS, pages 33 - 37. 

Fairways - OPC argues that AIJF recently purchased this system and should have considered 

the used and useful calculation during its due diligence review. Again, OPC is misinformed. At 

the time of purchase, the Commission did not have an approved used and usefX rule for water 

systems. Subsequent to the purchase, the Commission adopted a water used and useful rule that 
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specifically states that consideration should be given for systems which are built out. See Rule 

25-30.4325(4), FAC. The Fairways water and wastewater systems are both built out, thus each 

should be considered 100% used and useful under the Commission’s existing rules. This 

approach is consistent with the Commission’s previous findings concerning built-out systems in 

AUF’s last rate case. See Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS at pages 33 - 37. 

IV. WORKING CAPITAL 

A. Materials and Supplies 

At the outset, it should be noted that AUF calculated Working Capital in accordance with 

the methodology used and approfed in its last rate case. OPC’s listed concerns involving the 

Materials and Supplies overlook key facts. AUF did complete its RF meter replacements for the 

PSC jurisdictional systems in 2008. However, during 2010, AUF was actively replacing RF 

meters in its Sarasota County sysiem. The RF meter replacement in Sarasota is now complete. 

As indicated in AUF’s response to Staffs additional questions at the end of this response, the 

average balance of Materials and Supplies for the period March 2007 through February 201 1 is 

$371,125. 

B. Accrued Taxes 

AUF is reviewing this issu’e and reserves the right to respond. 

V. CAPITAL STRUCTURE; 

OPCs Preliminary Areas of Concerns was filed prior to AUF serving its answers to OPC 

IROGs Nos. 179 and 180. Answers to those IROGs address all of the issues outlined in OPC 

concerns regarding deferred taxes, and set forth a comprehensive calculation that includes both 

the impacts of pro forma adjustments and bonus depreciation. In that respect, the answers 

supplement and update any previous discovery responses to OPC and the Commission Staff 
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regarding pro forma projects and depreciation. In addition, OPC is wrong to suggest that, in 

calculating capital structure, bonus depreciation associated with pro forma additions should be 

directly assigned to the rate bands which include the pro forma projects. That approach would 

be inconsistent with the methodology approved by the Commission in AUF’s last rate case. 

VI. NET OPERATING I N C t m  

A. Revenue 

OPC claims that the Con~mission should take into consideration any variations in the 

weather, specifically rainfall, in determining the revenue and/or billing determinants. AUF 

disagrees for several reasons. First, AUF respectfully submits that OPC has provided no 

substantive information showing that rainfall levels were high during the historic test year. 

Second, even if substantive rainfall information had been provided, the Commission has 

previously rejected OPC’s contention that weather itself would impact consumption: 

We are not persuaded that there is a direct correlation between rainfall and 
consumption. The weather normalizing method advocated by Ms. Dismukes 
compared the average rainfall in SSUs service areas during the 1991-1994 period 
to the average rainfall in the service areas during the 1960-1990 period. The four- 
year average rainfall in the service areas during 1991-1994 was approximately 
14.85 percent greater than the average for the period 1960-1990. The average 
rainfall factor was apparently applied to SSU’s calculated average consumption 
per bill for the service areas resulting in “normalized” consumption per bill. This 
method implicitly assumed that the reduced consumption levels were related 
entirely and directly to reduced outdoor water needs from the increased rainfall. 
We do not agree with this implicit assumption.. .There are numerous other factors 
affecting fluctuations in consumption in addition to weather, e.g., the price 
changes caused by the 195’2 rate case.” 

Order No, PSC-96-1320-FOF-W:S at page 129. Third, AUF has actually experienced a further 

decline in consumption subsequent to the filing of the rate case in October 2010. Indeed, the 

attached Exhibit “E”, titled “Average Consumption by Customer,” demonstrates that from 2009 

to 2010, the average residential consumption has declined by 16.13%. From 2010 through 
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February 2011, the average residential consumption for the AUF systems in the rate case 

declined by an additional 9.20%. On an annual basis, total consumption has further declined by 

42.4 million gallons or by 4.3%. 

AUF has also experienced a decline in customers. From 2009 to 2010, the number of 

residential customers has declined by .75%. Subsequently, from 2010 through February 201 1, 

the number of residential customers for the AUF systems in the rate case has declined by an 

additional .41%. 

Finally, OPC erroneously claims that the AUF budget indicates that test year 

consumption is understated. OPC fails to recognize two important facts. First, in budgeting 

revenues, AUF conservatively asrumed that there would be a reasonable increase in interim and 

final rates resulting from the current case. Second, the budgeted revenue amounts actually 

included a further decline in consumption and not an increase. 

B. Non-Utility Revenue 

OPC erroneously claims that there is a substantial amount of non-utility revenues being 

allocated to AUF from its parent company. This simply is not true. OPC mischaracterizes 

AUF’s responses to OPC’s discovery. As AUF stated in its answer to OPC’s IROG No. 42, 

“Non-Utility income recorded on Aqua America, Inc. books was not transferred to regulated 

entities and there treated below the line. Non-Utility Income recorded by Aqua America, Inc. 

has no relevance to AUF operations.” Furthermore, Non-Utility Income was previously decided 

in Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-\NS, Docket NO. 08012I-WS, as follows: 

1, Non-Utility Income 

AUF witness Szczygiel stited that the marketing agreement with Home Services 
USA Corporation only applied to Pennsylvania customers. Additionally, witness 
Szczygiel stated there were no benefits derived from using any of AUF’s 
customer lists in Florida, because Florida customer lists were not given to Home 
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Services. OPC witness Dismukes agreed with witness Szczygiel that if the 
expenses were recorded below-the-line, then the revenue should be recorded 
below-the-line as well. ?he amount applicable to the AUF operations is $9,627. 
Based on the record, we note that OPC and AUF agree on this issue, and we find 
that the revenues and expenses are properly recorded below-the-line. 

C. Excessive Other Water IJsage 

OPC contends that AUFS inclusion of other water usage is excessive in the test year. 

AUF previously addressed and provided supporting justification for Other Water Usage in its 

response to Staff First Data Request dated November 24, 2010. As indicated therein, other uses 

of water are divided into five (5) categories: 

The five water use categories are as follows: 

On Site Use: This is water utilized for Company purposes at the Water plant, wastewater 
plant, and Wastewater lift stations. Where applicable, there are meters that are read at 
these locations and accounted for each month. Where meters do not exist, flows are 
estimated based on typical daily use for analyzers, sampling, and wash down purposes. 

Flushing Estimates: Flushing Estimates are based on AWWA Standards for 
determining water used tluough a given discharge nozzle size. The Flushing guide is 
used based on size, pressure, and duration to determine the amount which is flushed for 
cleaning and chlorine residual control purposes. Where there are flow meters on smaller 
flush points, these readings are recorded monthly for actual instead of estimated data. 

Line Breaks: Line breaks are determined by known length of time that the leak 
occurred. These volumes are estimated because direct associated meters are not available 
during line break situations. AWWA Standards are applied when determining the 
estimates. 

Fire Use: When and where a Fire occurs, staff is informed of the duration and 
approximate use by the local fire department or from first hand observation. Where an 
exercise is being performed, this is planned and gallons are tracked through duration of 
use. 

Other: This category covers instances that are out of the normal use pattern as defined in 
the previous categories. Reviewing the records, it is rarely used and should be 
accompanied by a description on the monthly information submitted by the field 
personnel. 
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Water use for each of the Categories is monitored and recorded by field personnel each month 

and entered into the Water Loss Report in the respective categories. 

OPC fails to consider tha.t the majority of this other usage is directly related to flushing 

programs implemented by AUF to address secondary water quality issues identified by 

customers. OPC was an active participant in the Joint Secondary Water Task Force established 

in Docket No. 080121-WS and is hl ly  aware that AUF has addressed many of the customers’ 

issues involving secondary water standards by implementing flushing programs throughout the 

various systems. OPC identifies the Highland County systems [Lake Josephine, Sebring, Leisure 

Lakes] for adjustment. These systems are part of the Secondary Water Quality Project. On 

November 24, 2010, AUF submitted its response to Staffs First Data Request for the Highland 

County systems as follows: 

Lake Joseohine: 

As previously reported, this systcm has high sulfur content which requires continued flushing to 
maintain the water quality and keep the sulfw bacteria in check. As part of Am’s secondary 
water quality project, we have prlsposed pro-forma plant to install an Adage filtering system that 
will remove the sulfur, AUF is currently working on the design and installation of this filtering 
system, which when operational, will reduce the need to flush as much. However, there will be a 
corresponding reduction in the amount of water produced from the well. Thus, the reduction will 
occur in the water produced and the other company usage. After this filtering system is 
operational in the first quarter of 2010, AUF will still perform its annual directional flushing for 
maintaining water quality in the mains, as well as cleaning of the mains. 

Leisure Lakes 

As previously reported this system has high sulfur content which requires continued flushing to 
maintain the water quality and keep the sulfur bacteria in check. As part of AUF’s secondary 
water quality project, we have pmposed pro-forma plant to install an Adage filtering system that 
will remove the sulfur. AUF is ,currently working on getting this filtering system designed and 
installed. This system will reduce the necessity to flush as much. However, there will be a 
corresponding reduction in the amount of water produced from the well. Thus, the reduction will 
occur in the water produced and the other company usage. After this filtering system is 
operational in the first quarter of 2010, AUF will still perform its annual directional flushing for 
maintaining water quality in the mains, as well as cleaning of the mains. 
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Sulfur in the Leisure Lakes wate:r system has been an ongoing concern prior to AUF acquiring 

the system. As noted by the Commission in Order No. 96-1320-FOF-WS, flushing is a 

component of the solution: 

f. Customer Education Regarding Line Flushing 

From the testimonv of .the customers in Hiehlands Couotv, it aaaears that 
increased line flushing may imarove water aualitv. Many customers of SSU 
facilities throughout the state have similar concerns over water quality, 
particularly those who rec:eive water service on a seasonal basis. Education of all 
customers regarding in-house flushing may help alleviate many of these concerns. 
Therefore, SSU shall provide all of its customers with information regarding in- 
house flushing, preferably in the fall, when many of the seasonal customers return 
to Florida. 

(Emphasis added.) It also should be noted that AUF representatives met with the Leisure Lakes 

homeowner’s association in April 2009 to discuss aesthetic water quality issues. At that time, 

AUF developed a flushing plan that continues to this day. AUF’s flushing plan, combined with 

the new Adedge filtering system,, demonstrates that AUF is committed to enhancing the quality 

of water for its Highlands Count) customers. 

OPC also lists the Sunny Hills and The Woods systems for adjustment. AUF disagrees. 

On November 24, 2010, AUF submitted its response to Staff First Data Request, addressing 

these two systems as follows: 

Sunnv Hills 

This system was designed and built by a previous developer for a much denser and more 
populated community. ‘fie lines are very large and require considerable flushing to 
maintain water quality, Another challenge with this system is that it is located on a high 
sandy ridge with very porous ground. Thus, although AUF can surmise there is a leak by 
trending normal water production, it is often difficult to locate leaks because of the 
porosity. 

The Woods 

The brunt of the water loss occurred over a 2 month period at the end of the Test Year. 
AUF had to flush 805,000 gallons during the month of March and 967,000 gallons during 
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the month of April in order to perform an emergency replacement of a hydropneumatic 
tank. In addition, this system requires considerable On-Site Use. Each month the CL- 
17 chlorine analyzer uses approximately 10,000 gallons, and the Company is required to 
backwash a filter every other day using approximately 3,500 gallons. Furthermore, AUF 
has auto flushers to accoimmodate dead end mains. One section of this system is a 
“snowbird” section and requires greater flushing during the s-er months to maintain 
water quality. AUF will also need to perform our annual directional flushing for cleaning 
of the mains. If an adjustment is made, it should be noted that it would also affect 
the amount of water prodluced from the wells. (emphasis added.) 

In addition, on December 8,2010, AUF provided a revised corrected calculation for The Woods 

water system in its response to Staffs Sixth Data Request. 

D. Excessive I&I 

OPC has suggested adjustments based on alleged “excessive flows” at the following systems: 

Breeze Hill, Jungle Den and Park Manor/Interlachen Lake. AUF does not agree for the reasons 

set forth below: 

Breeze Hill Wastewater System - AUF is currently working on an I&I project to reline the 

wastewater lines and reduce the I M  in this system. In determining whether adjustments should 

be made for excessive I&I, the Commission has historically considered whether a utility is 

actively addressing the I&I through any projects. Where an utility actively undertakes a project 

to address &I, the Commission typically allows for recovery of the project and does not make 

adjustments to expenses. Thus, it is perplexing that OPC would recommend the disallowance of 

the project to address and correct the I&I situation, and also would recommend an adjustment to 

expenses. 

Jungle Den wastewater System - AUF has completed the I&I project and has included this as a 

pro forma item. For the same reasons set forth above for the Breeze Hill wastewater system, 

AUF is perplexed that OPC would recommend that this I&I project be disallowed and that 

expenses be adjusted. 
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Park Manorflnterlachen Lake Wastewater System - As shown in the information in AUF's 

MFRs, there was an abnormally high level of treated wastewater at Park Manor during the test 

year. On March 17, 2011, AUF supplied information concerning this phenomenon in response 

to a question from Staff. AUF explained that during the test year, there was a major county 

project in this service area which involved a road widening along Highway 20, and the 

installation of a new stom water ,drainage system. During this project, the county's storm water 

drainage system was compromised which resulted in standing water throughout the service area. 

The county's project lasted several months. After the county completed the new storm water 

drainage system, the level of wastewater treated has returned to a normal level. AUF believes 

that the construction of this project caused an unusually high level of I&I to enter the Park 

Manor wastewater treatment collection system. In its response to a Staff question, on March 

17, 201 1, AUF provided additi0n.d information for the subsequent period which shows that the 

treated wastewater for Park Manor has returned to normal levels following the completion of the 

county's storm water drainage project. 

E. Salaries and Wages - Walge Increases 

OPC's recommended salary reductions fails to recognize that it is important for a utility 

to retain well-trained and effective employees. The recommended reductions also ignores AUF's 

good faith efforts to provide and improve its quality of service to customers. AUF's efforts to 

ensure the competitiveness of its employee compensation structure is consistent with past 

Commission decisions concerninl: market based wage increases. In fact, the Commission has 

affirmed that retention of well trained employees is crucial "We find that the Company has taken 

appropriate action to assure that its employee salaries are on the same level as other utility 

employees so that the Company will be competitive in hiring and retaining well trained and 
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effective employees.” See Order No. PSC-08-0327-FOF-E ; see also Order No. pSC-02-0787- 

FOF-EI. Furthermore, the Commission has expressly recognized that a utility like AUF” should 

be entitled to give its employees a cost of living increase.” See Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF- 

WS. 

F. Salaries and Wages- Net Terminations and New Hires 

OPC claims that the adjustment for net terminations and new hires should not be 

considered. However, OPC fails to acknowledge the information provided by AUF in response 

to OPC’s Interrogatory No. 10. There AUF made it clear that in conjunction with its 

replacement of RF meters, the Company implemented a cost savings initiative to consolidate the 

field operations and employees. Through this initiative AUF eliminated the “maintenance” field 

employees, which s resulted in the shedding of four employees. The reduction in costs is 

evidenced by the reduction in salary expense from the test year in the last rate case, 2007 and the 

current rate case, However, AUF respectfully submits that a normalization adjustment is needed 

in order to recognize the hiring of operators, an area supervisor, and an replacement of a state 

customer service assistant due to the death of an AUF employee. AUF believes that these new 

hires should be recognized to assure the quality of service provided to its customers and to avoid 

the need for a future rate case to recover these costs. 

G .  Purchased Power 

OPC indicated it had not completed its analysis of purchased power. AUF reserves its right to 

respond to any subsequent submiitals. 

H. Sludge Hauling -Optimization Process 

OPC erroneously contends that adjustment should be made to sludge hauling to reflect an 

amount budgeted by AUF. In Section F of it Preliminary Areas of Concern, OPC contends that 
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historic test year amounts must be used with adjustments for known and measurable changes. It 

appears that OPC now contends that, where it works to its advantage, the budgeted amount 

Sludge Hauling should control without regard to known and measurable changes. OPC cannot 

have it both ways. AUF agrees that the purpose of a historic test year is to set a level of expenses 

that would be representative of prospective costs. These historic amounts are then audited and 

fully supported by actual documents. AUF does not believe that certain budget items should be 

considered if it provides an advantage to either OPC or the utility. 

I. Sludge Hauling - Budget 

For the reasons set forth in Section H above, OPC is wrong in contending that an adjustment 

should be made to sludge hauling iexpenses to reflect an amount budgeted by AUF for 2010. 

J. Materials and Supplies 

Again, for reasons set forth in Section H. above, 

adjustment should be made to materials and supplies to reflect a budgeted amount by AUF. 

OPC is wrong in contending that an 

K. Contractual Services - Accounting 

AUF agrees that certain non-recurring accounting services occurred during the test year due to 

an internal audit. However, AUF does not believe this amount should be completely eliminated. 

Instead, this amount should be considered as a non-recurring expense and amortized over a 5 

year period consistent with Rule 25-30.433(8), FAC. 

OPC also contends that costs related to Sarbanes Oxley were removed from the 2010 

budget and thus should be eliminated. The reason this line item no longer appears in the 2010 

budget is due to the way these costs are now allocated to AUF. Previously, these costs were 

included as a direct line item charge to AUF. Beginning in the year 2010, these costs are 
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included in the allocation of the corporate management fees. Thus, these charges will continue 

to be included in the allocations. 

L. Contractual Services Legal 

1. Environmental Matters: 

OPC erroneously contends that legal expenses related to environmental issues should not 

be recovered from ratepayers. OPC overlooks the fact that such legal expenses are appropriate 

operating expenses for all regulated utilities, and that the Commission has previously included 

those legal costs as a legitimate test year expense. For example, in Order No. PSC-93-0423- 

FOF-WS, the Commission specifically found: 

Test Year Leeal Exaenscs 

DElUEPA Fines 

OPC witness Disinukes testified that legal fees associated with SSU's 
defending itself against DER fines and violations should be disallowed since the 
fines themselves are nonrecoverable. On cross-examination, however, Ms. 
Dismukes acknowledged that if the utility defends itself against DER action, the 
customers would benefit ifrate base were lower because the utility did not have to 
make improvements. In its brief, OPC argues that these defense efforts accrue 
directly to the benefit of ).he stockholders just as the utility's avoidance of a fine 
does. 

Utility witness Lutisen testified that not allowing SSU to recover expenses 
incurred in defending itself against the various regulatory entities would deny 
SSU a legitimately incurred cost of operating its systems. He further testified that 
knowledge of how DER operates is critical to the Commission's determination of 
the merit of this adjustment. 

We believe that the evidence supports the contention that ratepayers 
benefit from the utility's defending itself in regulatory proceedings. If the utility 
succeeds in its efforts, rate base or other expenses may be lower. We, therefore, 
find it appropriate to allow the utility to recover legal fees associated with 
DEWEPA violations or fiiies. 
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Order No. PSC-93-0423-FOF-WS. Moreover, the Commission has consistently recognized that 

a utility has an express right and obligation to defend itself against lawsuits. See Order No. PSC- 

93-0423-FOF-WS. 

2. General Regulatory Mstters 

AUF has supplied ample supporting documentation that verifies that the legal expenses 

incurred for “General Regulatory Matters” are prudent, necessary, and are not unreasonable. 

These costs reflect the level of expense necessary on an on-going basis to adequately address 

regulatory matters associated with the 87 systems included in this rate case. AUF continues to 

review these expenses and will prDvide updates if appropriate. 

3. Lake Yale Acquisition Cost 

Because this acquisition was discontinued, AUF agrees that legal expenses incurred for 

this particular acquisition should be removed for ratemaking treatment. 

4. American Environmental Container 

AUF agrees that this expense is non-recurring. However, AUF does not believe this 

Instead, it should be considered a non-recumng amount should be completely eliminated. 

expense and amortized over a 5 yi:ar period consistent with Rule 25-30.433(8), FAC. 

5 .  Six Month Monitoring 

OPC also alleges that any legal expenses related to the six month monitoring should be 

disallowed. OPC implies that these legal expenses were incurred due to AUF’s quality of service 

being unsatisfactory. This simply is not true. First, these legal expenses were necessary due to a 

monitoring ordered and required by the Commission-a governmental agency. Second, 

Commission Staff has never found that AUF’s quality of service was unsatisfactory for the 

systems subject to this rate carie. As explained at the outset, in March of last year, after 
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conducting a thorough and detailed analysis of AUF's quality of service, the Staff found AUF's 

service quality to be "adequate". Likewise, when the Commission decided to continue to 

monitor AUF's quality of service through the end of 2010, it expressly found that ' I  preliminary 

results show substantial i m u r o v e w  in AUF's customer service.'' Order No. PSC-10-0218- 

PAA-WS dated April 6 ,  2010 (emphasis added). In so ruling, the Commission acknowledged 

that its Initial Monitoring Plan hiid imposed substantial costs on AUF and required many hours 

of both utility staff and Commission Staff time. The Commission further directed Staff to 

continue to monitor AUF's custorner service through the end of 2010 on a more limited basis and 

ordered AUF to collaborate with the OPC and other parties to develop a cost-effective, efficient, 

and meaninghl monitoring plan. AUF has complied in all respects with the Commission's 

directives and respecthlly submits that legal expenses incurred through this process should be 

allowed. 

6 .  Rate Case and Regulatory Matters 

AUF disagrees with OPC's recommendation to disallow these expenses. However, AUF 

would agree that if the Commission Staff believes these costs are related to the rate case, thus 

amount should be added to and iricluded as part of rate case expense in this docket and amortized 

over a 4-year period. 

M. Contractual Services - Rdanagement Fees 

OPC erroneously contends that AUF's allocated management fees place "an excessive 

burden on the Florida ratepayers " It should be made clear that the allocated costs from AUF's 

parent company totals $49 a year per customer. This includes customer billing, customer 

collection, customer service, engineering, legal fees, management, computer service (IT), etc. 
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In Florida, the standard by which affiliated charges are reviewed is “whether those 

transactions exceed the going market rate or are otherwise inherently unfair.” GTE Florida, Inc. 

v Deason, 642 So. 2d 545, 548 (Fla. 1994). In its response to Staffs Second Data Request No. 

24, AUF provided overwhelming evidence that its affiliate transactions are below the market rate 

and are provided at a fair and reasonable costs. This response, which was filed on January 3, 

2011, provides an in-depth analysis which clearly shows that having centralized services 

provided by Aqua America is beneficial to Am’s  customers. Moreover, the analysis 

demonstrates that these services have been, and continue to be, provided to AUF at a lower cost 

than it would incur to obtain these services from outside, non-affiliated sources. 

As in the last rate case, OPC does not take issue with the methodology whereby the 

Service Company’s costs are allocated to AUF, nor does OPC address the reasonableness and the 

necessity of specific affiliated charges. Furthermore, OPC does not propose any adjustments to 

specific affiliated charges. In fact, OPC does not really address the reasonableness and the 

necessity of specific charges alloc:ated by the Service Company to AUF. Instead, OPC suggests 

adjustments to affiliated charges based on a shallow comparative analysis of Class C Florida 

water utilities. OPC makes no :showing that the comparison group has system costs, system 

designs, service territories, customer demographics, or any other operating characteristics that 

are similar to AUF. 

Furthermore, OPC’s claims that the Service Company has not produced cost savings to 

customers rings hollow. To put this into perspective, several of AUF’s smaller systems have 

customers ranging from 28 to 67 t:ustomers. Based on the allocated management fees OF $43.17 

for the services provided, the actual allocated cost would be between $1,209 to $2,892 annually. 

These are relatively small amounts for the services provided. If operated as a standalone 
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company, AUF would have to hire and retain additional employees and/or outside contractors to 

provide the many services now being provided by the Service Company. AUF respectfully 

submits that it would be impossitlle for small Class C utilities to hire inside attorneys, engineers, 

customer service representatives, customer billing, and customer collections at these amounts. 

N. Allocation Methodology for Newly Acquired Systems 

As previously addressed in AUF's response to Staffs Seventeenth Data Request, 

acquisitions of customers in 2010 represent 0.6831% of total customers, resulting in a de 

minimis change to the corporate allocation factor. Furthermore, it would be improper ratemaking 

to include any additional customers from acquisitions that occurred subsequent to the test year 

without recognizing that those additional customers would impose additional costs on the utility. 

0. Contractual Services - Rlanagement Fees (Information Services) 

Again, OPC erroneously contends that an adjustment should be made to Contractual 

Services - Management Fees for Information Services to reflect an amount budgeted by AUF. 

In Section F of OPC's Preliminary Areas of Concern, OPC asserts that historic test year amounts 

must be used with adjustments for known and measurable changes. But here OPC contends that, 

where it works to its advantage, the budgeted amount for information services should control 

without regard to known and measurable changes. OPC cannot have it both ways. AUF agrees 

that the purpose of a historic test year is to set a level of expenses that would be representative of 

prospective costs. These historic amounts are then audited and fully supported by actual 

documents. AUF does not believe that certain budget items should be considered if it provides 

an advantage to either OPC or thi: utility. 
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P. Contractual Services - Other 

AUF has previously stated that it concurs with this adjustment. In its response to S W s  

Twenty-First Data Request, AUF provided the amount which was inadvertently included in the 

MFRs. 

Q. Bad Debt Expense 

The Commission has previously determined that the appropriate Bad Debt Expense for 

ratemaking purposes should be based on a three or four year average. See Order No. PSC-09- 

0385-FOF-WS (“It is our practice to use a three-year or four-year average to test the 

reasonableness of a utility’s bad debt expense for ratemaking purposes.”). 

R. Rate Case Expense 

OPC contends that AUF’:; rate case expense is overstated. AUF disagrees. In its initial 

MFRs, AUF proposed a rate case expense amount of $670,269 using the PAA procedure. This is 

in contrast to the amount approted by the Commission in Docket No. 080121-WS, using the 

formal hearing process. See Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WS wherein the Commission granted 

rate case expense in the amount of $1,501,609. On March 5,201 1 in response to Staffs Twenty- 

Second Data Request, AUF provided an updated amount of rate case expense of $885,865. This 

increase in rate case expense is directly related to the discovery by OPC. AUF advised the 

Commission of this rate case expense issue when it objected to OPC’s motion to expand the 

discovery parameters beyond the limits provided by the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Moreover, the Commission previously recognized that OPC‘s efforts to expand the number of 

interrogatories to AUF “will almost certainlv increase the rate case exDense. However, OPC 

is charged with representing the citizens of the State of Florida, and states that it may need this 

amount of discovery to do so.” Order No. PSC-08-0536-PCO-WS (emphasis added). 
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AUF believes the revised rate case expense submitted on March 5,201 1 accurately states 

the rate case expense which will be expended to process its PAA rate case due to the volume of 

discovery propounded by the OPC. 

S. Miscellaneous Expense - Public Relations 

OPC contends that the test year expenses related to the Aqua Connects meetings should 

be disallowed. AUF agrees that the Commission has previously disallowed the Aqua Connects 

expenses. As indicated in AUF':; response to OPC IROG NO. 80, there are no such costs or 

related expenses included in the test year in the current filing. No further Aqua Connects have 

been held, planned or are anticipated. Also, as indicated in AUF's response to OPC 

Interrogatory No. 79, there were no Aqua Connects held in either 2009 or 2010. 

T. Miscellaneous Expense - Fines and Penalties 

AUF agrees that, consistent with Commission practice, fines and penalties should not be 

included for ratemaking purposes. In its response to Staff Twenty-First Data Request, AUF 

provided the amount of fines and lxnalties included in the test year expenses. 

U. Depreciation Expense 

Allocated Administrative Assetti - Computers - OPC erroneously alleges that the amount of 

allocated depreciation from computer equipment is excessive. This is not true. The allocation of 

computer depreciation expense icontained in Docket No. 100330-WS is consistent with the 

method approved in Order No. PSC-08-0534-FOF-WS in Docket No. 080121-WS. Depreciation 

expense on computers is calculated using a service life of 6 years, in compliance with Rule 

25.30.140, FAC. In addition, the allocation of computer depreciation expense was audited by the 

Commission's Staff. 
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Breeze Hill - The depreciation expense is appropriately calculated consistent with Rule 25- 

30.140, FAC. AUF’s response to OPC IROG No. 134 stated, “The depreciation expense 

adjustments shown in the Breeze Hill Schedule B-13 used a cumulative three year rate to record 

the catch up of the accumulated ‘depreciation balance retroactive to December 31, 2006 for the 

transfer to AUF.” AUF provided additional documents supporting this depreciation expense in 

response to Staff’s audit. 

V. IncomeTax 

As explained in AUF’s response to OPC IROG No. 18 1, AUF does not qualify for the 

Domestic Production Activities Deduction. OPC’s assertions are inaccurate, 

However, it should be noted that OPC had not received AUF’s response to this Interrogatory at 

the time it submitted its Area of Preliminary Concerns. 

IV. ADDITIONAL OUESTIONS PRESENTED BY COMMISSION STAFF 

On Thursday, March 31,201 1 ,  Staff advised AUF and the parties that it had 7 questions 

which it requested that AUF address when it filed the response to OPC‘s Preliminary Areas of 

Concerns 

AUF has addressed each of the Commission Staffs questions below. 

Question 1: What plans does AUF have for replacing Well No. 2 at Peace River Heights due to 
taking this well out of service in December 2009 and its subsequent abandonment? If AUF does 
not plan to replace the well, please provide the ledger entries reflecting the retirement of Well 
No. 2 at Peace River Heights. 

Response: The Peace River Well No. 2 was properly abandoned last year. AUF is not required 

to replace the well by FDEP or any other relevant agency. Therefore, AUF currently does not 

have plans to do so. 
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The reasons why AUF has not recorded the retirement of this well on its books are as 

follows. When the assets were recorded on AUF’s books at the time of acquisition, there were 

no specific amounts recorded fcr wells in Account 307. There was an amount of $9,698 

recorded as “Other Tangible Property.” This amount may have included the amounts for the two 

wells, as well as other property. The book value, net of accumulated depreciation, is $3,879. 

AUF is reviewing this account and will determine if a portion should be retired by reducing the 

plant account and accumulated depreciation. 

Question 2: The Silver Lake Oaks wastewater permit expired on January 5, 2011. The 
capacity in the prior permit was 12,000 gpd. Has the permit been renewed and was there any 
changes in the treatment capacity #of the system? 

Response: Yes, the permit has been renewed. The capacity remains at 12,000 gpd AADF. The 

permit is attached as Exhibit ”F”. 

Question 3: OPC indicated that plant additions are offset by $369,045 of projected retirement 
values. Please provide the basis for the $369,045 of projected retirement values. 

Response: As previously indicated, AUF agrees that the pro forma plant items are offset by 

$369,045 in retirements. This ha3 previously been provided in Exhibit B in AUF’s Application 

filed on September 1, 2010. .41so, AUF provided additional information concerning the 

retirement amounts in its response to Staffs Eleventh Data Request . 
Question 4: In response to OPC POD No. 8, the Utility recorded Contractual Services - 
Accounting expenses relating to an internal audit of meter inventory that took place in 2009 that 
was unbudgeted and non-recurring. Please explain if these costs are reflected in the MFRs in 
any way. Also, AUF indicated that all 404 fees will be recorded on AAI’s books. Please explain 
ifthese expenses are allocated to the jurisdictional systems and how. 

Response: All Contractual servic:es - Accounting expenses are expensed in accounting fees and 

allocated to the systems by the customer count methodology. As explained above, AUF does 
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not believe this amount should be completely eliminated. Instead, it should be considered a non- 

recurring expense and amortized over a 5 year period consistent with Rule 25-30.433(8), FAC. 

Question 5: In response to OPC POD No. 8, the Utility indicated that the town hall meetings for 
2009 were eliminated and that nolie were planned for 2010. Please indicate if there are any other 
meetings scheduled to be held ~Cith AUF customers in lieu of the town hall meetings. If not, 
please explain if these costs are reflected in the MFRs in any way. 

Response: As explained above and as indicated in AUF’s response to OPC IROG No. 80, no 

costs or expenses related to town hall meetings are included in the test year in the current filing. 

No further Aqua Connects meetings have been held, planned or are anticipated. Also, as 

indicated in AUF’s response to ClPC IROG No. 79, there were no Aqua Connects held in either 

2009 or 201 0. 

Question 6: Please provide the rnonthly balances for Materials and Supplies from May 2010 to 
February 201 1. Please provide the 13-month averages for April 2008 and April 2009. 

Response: Attached Exhibit “G” contains the schedule for the monthly balances from May 2010 

to February 201 1. The 13-month average for April 2008 is $153,758 and the 13-month average 

for April 2009 is $664,652. Furthermore, as noted above, AUF completed its RF meter 

replacements for the PSC jurisdictional systems in 2008. However, during 2010, AUF was 

actively replacing RF meters in its Sarasota county system. The RF meter replacement in 

Sarasota is now complete. The average balance for the period March 2007 through February 

2011 is$371,125. 

Question 7: In AUF’s recent response to OPC’s Third Set of Interrogatories No. 165, AUF 
provided its 201 1 budgeted bad debt expense in the amount of $264,441. In AUF’s MFRs, AUF 
has requested bad debt expense totaling $389,419. Rates are set prospectively. Given this 
$124,978 difference, does the utility agree that an adjustment should be made to test year bad 
debt expense? If not, please explain why not. If it agrees that an adjustment should be made, 
please explain how much of an adjustment is appropriate, and provide work papers showing how 
the utility came up with the adjustment figure. 
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Response: As explained above, the Commission previously determined that the appropriate Bad 

Debt Expense for ratemaking purposes should be based on a three or four year average. See, 

Order No. PSC-09-0385-FOF-WE; (“It is our practice to use a three-year or four-year average to 

test the reasonableness of a uti1ity”s bad debt expense for ratemaking purposes.”) 

Dated this 5th day of April, 201 1. 

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 

Gigi Rollini 
Fla. Bar No. 684491 
Holland & Knight LLP 
Post Office Drawer 810 
Tallahassee, Florida 32302-08 10 
Phone: (850) 224-7000 

E-Mail: bruce.mavk3,hklaw.com 
gigi.rollini@hklaw.com 

Fax: (850) 224-8832 

-and- 

Kimberly A. Joyce, Esquire 
Aqua America, Inc. 
762 West Lancaster Avenue 
Bryn Maw, PA 19010 
(610) 645-1077 (Telephone) 
(610) 519-0989 (Facsimile) 

Attorneys for Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 
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,CERTIFICATE OF SERVICg 

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was furnished by 

U S .  Mail and e-mail this 5th day of April, 201 1 to: 

Katherine FlemingRalph Jaeger/ 
Caroline Klancke Patricia Christensen 
Office of General Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850 

J.R. Kelly/Charles BecW 

Office of Public Counsel 
c/o The Florida Legislature 
1 11 W Madison St, Room 81 2 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1400 

David L. Bussey 
4948 Britni Way 
Zephyrhills, Florida 33541 

Kenneth M. Curtin 
Adams and Reese LLP 
150 Second Avenue North, Suite 1700 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 

b Attorney 
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EXHIBIT C 



- Kimley-Horn O l O  and Asscciates, Inc. 

RECEIVED 
AQUA UTIUTIES FLORIDA 
AlTN: PATRICIA R. WILLIAMS 
1100 THOMAS AVENUE 
LEESBURG, FL 34748 

please send payments to: 
KIMLEY-HORN AND ASSOCIATES, IK. 
P.O. BOX 932520 
AllANTA, CA 31193-2520 

Federal Tax Id: 56-0885615 

HOURLY 

Invdce NO: 9405221 
MAR 2 5 2011 
Aqua Utilities Involce Date: Feb 28, 2011 
Florida Inc. Inwlce Amount: $2,300.00 

Project No: 148142001.2 
Project Name: WATER RLTRATION SyqEM 
Project Manager: PAQu.Fr, DEAN 

Ulent Reference: 

For services Rendered through Feb 28,2011 

CunentAmaMDUe 
2,300.00 

Dacrlm 
SERVIES RENDERU) 
1-1 nouwr 

Total Invoica: $2,300.00 



Kimley-Horn o=n and Asscciatas, Jnc. 

% knoultEamed Prwfous~moura t u m n t m  
Destn-n Gmmctvaluc Complete toDate Bllled DW 

S W N G  LAKES i2,iw.m 30.00% 3,630.00 1,815.W 1,815.00 
LAKE X)SEPtUNE 12,100.W 30.00% 3,630.W 1,8l5W 1815.00 
fflsuRE LAKES lS,C4O.W 30.00% 4,Mo.M) 2 a ~ ) m  2,?.50.M) 
SUbt0t.l 392oaOo 30.00% 11,760.00 sm.00  5#80.00 

ToUl LUMP SUM 5,80.m 
LI_ 

AQUA UTILITIES RORIDA 
AlTN: PATRICIA R. WILLtAMS 
1100 THOMAS AMNUE 
LEESBURG, FL 34748 

Please send payments to: 
KIMLEY-HORN AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
P.O. BOX 932520 
ATLANTA, GA 31193-2520 

Federd Tax Id: 56-0885615 

LUMP SUM 

IR EC E I V E D 
MAP 2 5 2011 
Aqua Utilities 
Florida Inc. 

Invoice No: 4403793 
Invoice Date: Feb 28,2011 
Invoice Amount: $5,880.00 

Project No: 148142001.1 
Project Name: WATER FILTRATION SYTTEM 
Project Managw: PAQUET, DEAN 

Client Reference: 

For Smlces Rendered through Feb 28,2011 

Total Invoice: $5,880.00 

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES PERFORMED 

Coordlnata submW pz&qes with manufacturer. 
.Review F M P  ~ q u l m n t s  and tems necded for submiltds 

Prepare canstNdlon pbrs. 



.. . 

1 DueOata I Via I F . 0  8 
I I 

1 ill llii i I 
Price Each 



.. . . . . 

Invoice 
Daie 1 lnvolce H 

I 

I Customerphone I r/ 

!I$!) I 
I__L 

Price Each Amount 

!I Ill1 



Invoice 

t \ 
ii Customer Phone 

Due Date F.O.R. Via 1 

. . .  



EXHIBIT D 



Williams T e s t i n g  LLC 
PO BOX 15877 

I 
Customer ID 

Saraso ta ,  FL 34277 
USA 

Customer PO Pavment Terms 

Sold To: 
A q u a - U t i l i t i e s  Inc  of F l o r i d a  
PO Box 2480 
Lady Lake, FL 32158-2480 

Aqua I 

Invoice 
Invoice Number: 

Invoice Date: 

Page: 

004242 

Mar 18, 2011 

1 

Net 30 Days PO#: 1035-0000 

ShiD to: 
Breeze H i l l  MHP-Lake Wales 
3301 - Lake County/Lady Lake 
, FL 

Quantitv 
1,685.0  

item 
I P P L i n e r  

U t S V C  

lag 

' o i n t  Repa i r s  

Check No: 

I - 
- Descrbtion 
: n $ t a l l e d  C . : [ . P . P  Liners i n  1685 
.li of 6"-8" VCP Sewer 
l e i n s t a t e  S e r v i c e  L a t e r a l s  
I Foot Magna.Liner i n s t a l l e d  i n  8" 
I C P  Sewer Pipe  
iervice Late.cal Wye Replacement by  
tos ty  Plumbing 
lerrns of  Payment: 

10% Upon Mobi l i za t ion  
IO% Upon Completion 6 R e s t o r a t i o n  
.I]% Upon F i n s 1  Approval 

I O %  Upon Award 

I 

Unit Price 
28.00 

175.00 
2 ,000 .00  

10,500.00 

Subtotal 
Sales Tax 

Total Invoice Amount 
Payment Received 

TOTAL 

Extension 
4 7,180.00 

5 ,075 .00  
2,000.00 

10,500.00 

64,755.00 

64,755.00 
0 . 0 0  

64,755.00 

Overdue i n v o i c e s  a r e  subject t o  la te  cha rges .  
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EXHIBIT F 



Environmental Protection 
Northeast Dlslrict 

7825 Baymeadows W y ,  Suite B200 
lackonvllle. Florida 32256-7590 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
DOMESTIC WASTEWATER FACILITY PERMIT 

PERMITTEE: 
Aqua Utilities Florida, lnc 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: 
John M Lihvarcik 
1100 Thomas Ave 
Leesburg, Florida 34748-3646 
(352) 435-4030 

PERMIT NUMBER: FLAOl1715-005 
FILE NUMBER FLAOl1715-005-DW3P 
ISSUANCE DATE: January 10,2011 
EXPIRATION DATE:January 9,2016 

FACILITY: 

Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park V W F  
Lake Shore Drive 
Palatka, FL 32177 
Putnam county 
Latitude: 29"37' 15.85" N 

This permit is issued under the provisions of Chapter 403, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and applicable rules of the 
Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). This permit does not constitute authorization to discharge wastewater 
other than as expressly stated in this permit. The above named permittee is hereby authorized to operate the 
facilities in accordance with the documlents attached hereto and specifically described as follows: 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT: 

To operate an existing 0.012 million gallons per day (MGD) annual average daily flow (AADF) permitted 
capacity extended aeration wastewater treatment facility (WWTF) consisting of one influent lift station, two 
aeration tanks (6,000 gallons each), one aerobic digester (1,800 gallons), one clarifier (3,300 gallons), one 
chlorine contact chamber (700 gallons), one sand filter (12 f?), and one effluent pump station. Final effluent is 
discharged to an absorption field system. The residuals are transported to DEP permitted facility for further 
treatment and final disposal. 

REUSE OR DISPOSAL: 

Land Application R-001: An existing 0.012 MGD annual average daily flow permitted capacity absorption field 
system. R-001 consists of bottom area 7,276 located approximately at latitude 29"37' 24" N, longitude 81"42' 
51" w. 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH: The limitations, monitoring requirements, and other conditions set forth in this 
cover sheet and Part I through Part IX on pages 1 through 16 of this permit. 

Longiirude: 81O42' 48.88" W 



PERMITTEE Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc PERMIT NUMBER. FLAOll715-oO5 
FACILITY. Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,2016 

1. RECLAIMED WATER AND EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

A. Reuse and Land Application Systems 

1. During the period beginning on the issuance date and lasting through the expiration date of this permit, the permittee is authorized to direct 
reclaimed water to Reuse System R-001. Such reclaimed water shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below and 
reported in accordance with condition LB.6.: 

mdL Max 12.0 Single Sample AMually 

Note: (*) The Weekly averoge limit is applicable when more than one sample is taken within a seven days period. 

2 



PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Ino PERMIT NUMBER FLAOI 1715-005 
FACILITY Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,2016 

2. Reclaimed water samples shall be taken at the monitoring site locations listed in Permit Condition 
1.A.1. and as described below: 

3. An elapsed time measurem.ent on pumps shall be utilized to measure flow and calibrated at least once 
every 12 months. [62-601.200(17) and .500(6)] 

4. The emuent limitation for the monthly geometric mean for fecal coliform is only applicable if 10 or 
more values are reported. If fewer than 10 values are reported, the monthly geometric mean shall be 
calculated and reported on the Discharge Monitoring Report. [62-600.440(4)(~)] 

5 .  Total residual chlorine must be maintained for a minimum contact time of 15 minutes based on peak 
hourly flow. [62-610.510, 62-600.440(4)(b) and (S)(b)J 

During the annual monitoring, if nitrate exceeds the limit, then monthly monitoring shall begin 
immediately for a period of 6 months. If nitrate does not exceed the limit during the 6-month 
monitoring period, then the facility may request in writing a return to annual monitoring. If nitrate 
does exceed the limit during monthly monitoring, then the permittee must begin the requirements set 
forth in specific condition LA.6. Nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen (N03+N02-N) analysis may be used as 
the sample parameter. [62-4.070(3) and 62-522.(9)(a), FAC] 

7.  If emuent nitrate exceeds the limit criteria set forth in specific condition 1.A.I and I.A.6 above, the 
permittee shall submit a groundwater monitoring proposal prepared by a professional geologist or 
professional engineer (registered in the State of Florida). The proposal shall be submitted within 90 
days of the date of the reported monthly nitrate violation. The groundwater monitoring proposal shall 
provide proper location 0:; a single groundwater monitoring well downgradient from the absorption 
field, At the same time, Ian application to revise the permit must be submitted in order to set forth 
conditions necessary to ensure adequate groundwater monitoring. [62-S22.600. (3), FAC] 

6.  

3 



PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc PERMIT NUMBER: FLAOl1715-OO5 
FACILITY: Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,201 6 

B. Other Limitations and Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 

1. During the period beginning on the issuance date and lasting through the expiration date of this permit, the treatment facility shall be limited 
and monitored by the permittee as specified below and repolted in accordance with condition LB.6.: 

Statistical Basis 

4 



PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Ino PERMIT NUMBER FLAOl1715-005 
FACILITY Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: Januay 9,2016 

2. Samples shall be taken at the monitoring site locations listed in Permit Condition I.B.l. and as 
described below: 

M Monitoring Site I H 
Description of Monitoring Site 

1 I ~ ' i f l u e n t  sample point prior to either biological, chemical treaanents or I 
3. Influent samples shall be collected so that they do not contain digester supernatant or return activated 

sludge, or any other plant process recycled waters. [62-601.500(4)] 

4. The sample collection, analytical test methods and method detection limits (MDLs) applicable to this 
permit shall be conducted using a sufficiently sensitive method to ensure compliance with applicable 
water quality standards and emuent limitations and shall be in accordance with Rule 62-4.246, 
Chapters 62-160 and 62-601, F.A.C., and 40 CFR 136, as appropriate. The list of Department 
established analytical metbods, and corresponding MDLs (method detection limits) and PQLs 
(practical quantitation limits), which is titled "FAC 62-4 MDL/PQL Table (April 26, 2006)" is 
available at http://www.dep.state.fl.udabs/libmy/index.htm. The MDLs and PQLs as described in 
this list shall constitute the minimum acceptable MDUPQL values and the Department shall not 
accept results for which the laboratory's MDLs or PQLs are greater than those described above unless 
alternate MDLs and/or PQLs have been specifically approved by the Department for this permit. Any 
method included in the list may be used for reporting as long as it meets the following requirements: 

The laboratory's reported MDL and PQL values for the particular method must be equal or less 
than the corresponding. method values specified in the Department's approved MDL and PQL list; 

The laboratory reported MDL for the specific parameter is less than or equal to the permit limit or 
the applicable water quality criteria, if any, stated in Chapter 62-302, F.A.C. Parameters that are 
listed as "report only" in the permit shall use methods that provide an MDL, which is equal to or 
less than the applicable water quality criteria stated in 62-302, F.A.C.; and 

If the MDLs for all methods available in the approved list are above the stated permit limit or 
applicable water quality criteria for that parameter, then the method with the lowest stated MDL 
shall be used. 

When the analytical results are below method detection or practical quantitation limits, the permittee 
shall report the actual laboratory MDL and/or PQL values for the analyses that were performed 
following the instructions 'on the applicable discharge monitoring report. 

Where necessary, the pem2itIee may request approval of alternate methods or for alternative MDLs or 
PQLs for any approved analytical method. Approval of alternate laboratory MDLs or PQLs are not 
necessary if the laboratory reported MDLs and PQLs are less than or equal to the permit limit or the 
applicable water quality criteria, if any, stated in Chapter 62-302, F.A.C. Approval of an analytical 
method not included in th,e above-referenced list is not necessary if the analytical method is approved 
in accordance with 40 CFR 136 or deemed acceptable by the Department. [62-4.246, 62-1601 

The permittee shall provide safe access points for obtaining representative influent, reclaimed water, 
and effluent samples which are required by this permit. [62-601.500(5)] 

Monitoring requirements under this permit are effective on the first day of the second month 
following permit issuance. Until such time, the permittee shall continue to monitor and report in 
accordance with previously effective p&t requirements, if any. During the period of operation 
authorized by this permii., the permittee shall complete and submit to the Department Discharge 
Monitoring Reports (DMRs) in accordance with the frequencies specified by the REPORT type (Le. 

5.  

6. 
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PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Ino PERMIT NUMBER FLAOI 1715-005 
FACILITY: Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park M F  EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,2016 

monthly, toxicity, quarterly, semiannual, annual, etc.) indicated on the DMR forms attached to this 
permit. Monitoring results for each monitoring period shall be submitted in accordance with the 
associated DMR due dates below. 

REPORT Type on Monitoring Period Due Date 

month 
.lanuary 1 - March 3 1 
April 1 -June 30 
.My 1 ~ September 30 
October 1 - December 3 1 
.lanuary 1 -June 30 

Quarterly 

Annual ary 1 - December 31 

DMRs shall be submitted fix each required monitoring period including months of no discharge. The 
permittee shall make copi'es of the attached DMR form(s) and shall submit the completed DMR 
form@) to the Department's Northeast District Office at the address specified in Permit Condition 
1.B.7. by the twenty-eighth (28th) of the month following the month of operation. 

[62-620.610(18)][62-60I.:~OO(l),(2), and (3)] 

Unless specified otherwise in this permit, all reports and other information required by this permit, 
including 24-hour notifications, shall be submitted to or reported to, as appropriate, the Deparbnent's 
Northeast District Office ai: the address specified below: 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection Northeast District Office 
7825 Baymeadows Way 
Suite B200 
Jacksonville, Florida 322515-7577 

Phone Number - (904)256-1700 
FAX Number - (904)448-4366 
(All FAX copies and e-mails shall be followed by original copies.) 

7. 

April 28 
July 28 
October 28 
January 28 
July 28 
January 28 
January 28 

[62-620.3051 

All reports and other information shall be signed in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62- 
620.305, F.A.C. [62-620.305] 

8. 

11. RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

1 .  Biosolids generated by this facility are transferred transport to 412 Biosolids Processing Facility or 
disposal in a Class I solid waste landfill. Transferring biosolids to an alternative biosolids treatment 
facility does not require Q. permit modification. However, use of an alternative biosolids treatment 
facility requires submittal of a copy of the agreement pursuant to Rule 62-640.880(1)(0), F.A.C., 
along with a written notifimcation to the Department at least 30 days before transport of the biosolids. 
[62-620,320(6).62-640.880(l)] 

The source facility and tho biosolids treatment facility shall enter into a written agreement addressing 
the quality and quantity of the biosolids accepted by the biosolids treatment facility. The agreement 
shall include a statement, signed by the biosolids treatment facility permittee, as to the availability of 
sufficient permitted capacity to receive the biosolids from the source facility, and indicating that the 

2. 

6 



PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc PERMIT NUMBER FLAOl1715-005 
FACILITY: Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,2016 

biosolids treatment facility will continue to operate in compliance with the requirements of its permit. 
The agreement shall also address responsibility during transpolt of biosolids between the facilities. 
The biosolids treatment facility permittee shall submit a copy of this agreement to the appropriate 
District Office of the Department, or to the delegated Local Program, at least 30 days before 
transporting biosolids from the source facility to the biosolids treatment facility. [62-640.880(1)(~)] 

3. The permittee shall keep records of the quantities of biosolids generated, received from source 
facilities, treated, distributed and marketed, land applied, used as a biofuel or for bioenergy, 
transferred to another facility, or landtilied. These records shall be kept for a minimum of five years. 
[62-640.6S0(4)(a)] 

4. Biosolids quantities shall Ese monitored by the permittee as specified below. Results shall be reported 
on the permittee's Discharge Monitoring Report (monitoring group number RMP-Q) in accordance 
with Condition LB.6 and I.B.7: 

[62-640.6S0(5)] 

5 .  Biosolids quantities shall be calculated as listed in Permit Condition 11.4 and as described below: 

6 .  The source facility permittee shall not be held responsible for treatment, management, use, land 
application or disposal violations that occur after its biosolids have been accepted by a permitted 
biosolids treatment facility with which the source facility permittee has an agreement in accordance 
with Rule 62-640.880(1)(,~), F.A.C., for further treatment, management, use, land application or 
disposal. [62-640.880(1)(b)] 

7. The treatment, management, transportation, use, land application, or disposal of biosolids shall not 
cause a violation of the odor prohibition in subsection 62-296.320(2), F.A.C. [62-640.400(6)] 

Storage of biosolids or other solids at this facility shall be in accordance with the Facility Biosolids 
Storage Plan. [62-640.30G(4)] 

Biosolids shall not be spilled from or tracked off the treatment facility site by the hauling vehicle. 
[62-640.400(9)] 

8. 

9.  
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PERMITTEE Aqua Utili!ies Flo:ida, Inc PERMIT NUMBER: FLAOI 1715-005 
FACILITY. Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WM’TF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9.2016 

Source Facility 
1 .  Datc and time shippcd 
2. Amount of biosolids !.hipped 
3. Degree of treatment ( f applicable) 

5 .  Signature of responsible party at 

hauling firm 

10. Florida water quality criteria and standards shall not be violated as a result of land application of 
biosolids from this facility. [62-640.400(2)] 

~~~~ ~~ ~- 
Biosolids Treatment Facility 

1 .  Dare and time received 
2. Amount of biosolids receivcd 
3. Name and ID number of source facility 
4. Signature of hauler 
5 .  Signature of responsible party at biosolids treatment 

facility 

11. Disposal of biosolids, septage, and “other solids” in a solid waste disposal facility, or disposal by 
placement on land for purposes other than soil conditioning or fertilization, such as at a monofill, 
surface impoundment, waste pile, or dedicated site, shall be in accordance with Chapter 62-701, 
F.A.C. [62-640.100(6)@) & (c)] 

12. The permittee shall keep hauling records to track the transport of biosolids between facilities. The 
hauling records shall contain the following information: 

I .  Section 111 is not applicable to this facility. 

1V. ADDITIONAL REUSE AND LAND APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 

A. Part IV Absorption Field Sy.stem(s) 

1, Advisory signs shall be posted around the site boundaries to designate the nature of the project area. 
[62-610.518] 

The permittee may allow public access to the absorption field sites. [62-6lO.SZ8] 

The absorption field shall be operated to preclude saturated conditions from developing at the ground 
surface. [62-610.500(2)] 

4. The maximum annual avcrage loading rate shall be limited to 2.65 inches per day (as applied to the 
entire bottom area of the absorption field trenches or spreading areas). [62-610.523(3)] 

2. 

3. 
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PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, Ino PERMIT NUMBER FLAOl1715-005 
FACILITY: Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: January 9,2016 

5.  Routine aquatic weed control and regular maintenance of storage pond embankments and access areas 
are required. [62-610.414 62-610.514J 

6 .  Overflows from absorption fields or from emergency discharge facilities on storage ponds shall be 
reported as abnormal events in accordance with Permit Condition IX.20. [62-610.800[9)] 

V. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Staffing Requirements 

1. During the period of operation authorized by this permit, the wastewater facilities shall be operated 
under the supervision of a(n) operator@) certified in accordance with Chapter 62-602, F.A.C. In 
accordance with Chapter 162-699, F.A.C., this facility is a Category 111, Class D facility and, at a 
minimum, operators with appropriate certification must be on the site as follows: 

A Class D or higher operator for 3 visits.'week on nonconsecutive days for a total of 1 1/2 h o d w e e k .  
The leadchief operator must be a Class D operator, or higher. 

2. An operator meeting the kadchief operator class for the treatment plant shall be available during all 
periods of plant operation. "Available" means able to be contacted as needed to initiate the 
appropriate action in a timely manner. Daily checks of the plant shall be performed by the permittee 
or his representative or agent 5 days per week. [62-699.31 J ( J )  and (Z)] 

B. Capacity Analysis Report an(d Operation and Maintenance Performance Report Requirements 

1, The application to renew this permit shall include an updated capacity analysis report prepared in 
accordance with Rule 62-600.405, F.A.C. [62-600.405(S)] 

The application to renew this permit shall include a detailed operation and maintenance performance 
report prepared in accordance with Rule 62-600.735, F.A.C. [62-600.735(1)] 

2. 

C. Recordkeeping Requirements 

I .  The permittee shall mainta.in the following records and make them available for inspection on the site 
of the permitted facility. 

a. Records of all compliance monitoring information, including all calibration and maintenance 
records and all original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation, 
including, if applicable, a copy of the laboratory certification showing the certification number of 
the laboratory, for at least three years from the date the sample or measurement was taken; 

b. Copies of all reports iequired by the permit for at least three years from the date the report was 
prepared; 

c. Records of all data, i:ncluding reports and documents, used to complete the application for the 
permit for at least three years from the date the application was filed; 

d. Monitoring information, including a copy of the laboratory certification showing the laboratory 
certification number, related to the residuals use and disposal activities for the time period set 
forth in Chapter 62.640, F.A.C., for at least three years from the date of sampling or 
measurement; 

e. A copy of.tbe current :permit; 
f A copy of the current operation and maintenance manual as required by Chapter 62-600, F.A.C.; 

g. A copy of any required record drawings; 

9 



FLAOI 1715-005 
January 9,2016 

PERMITTEE Aqua Utilities Florida, Inn: PERMIT NUMBER 
FACILITY Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE: 

h. Copies of the licenses of the current certified operators; and 

i. Copies of the logs and schedules showing plant operations and equipment maintenance for three 
years from the date of i%e logs or schedules. The logs shall, at a minimum, include identification 
of the plant; the signature and license number of the operator@) and the signature of the person(s) 
making any entries; date and time in and out; specific operation and maintenance activities, 
including any preventive maintenance or repairs made or requested; results of tests performed and 
samples taken, unless documented on a laboratory sheet; and notation of any notification or 
reporting completed in accordance with Rule 62-602.650(3), F.A.C. The logs shall be maintained 
on-site in a location accessible to 24-hour inspection, protected from weather damage, and current 
to the last operation and maintenance performed. 

[62-620.350. 62-602.6501 

VI. SCHEDULES 

1. If the permittee wishes to continue operation of this wastewater facility after the expiration date of 
this permit, the permittee shall submit an application for renewal no later than one-hundred and eighty 
days (180) prior to the expiration date of this permit. Application shall be made using the 
appropriate forms listed in Rule 62-620.910, F.A.C., including submittal of the appropriate processing 
fee set forth in Rule 62-4.050, F.A.C. [62-620.335(1) and (2)] 

VII. INDUSTRIAL PRETREATMENT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

I .  This facility is not required to have a pretreatment program at this time. [62-625.5001 

VIII. OTHER SPECIFIC CONDITI'ONS 

I .  In the event that the treatment facilities or equipment no longer function as intended, are no longer 
safe in terms of public health and safety, or odor, noise, aerosol drift, or lighting adversely affects 
neighboring developed areas at the levels prohibited by Rule 62-600.400(2)(a), F.A.C., corrective 
action (which may include additional maintenance or modifications of the permitted facilities) shall 
be taken by the permittee. Other corrective action may be required to ensure compliance with rules of 
the Department. Additionally, the treatment, management, use or land application of residuals shall 
not cause a violation of the odor prohibition in Rule 62-296.320(2), F.A.C. [62-600.410(8) and 62- 
640.400(6)] 

The deliberate introduction of stormwater in any amount into collectiodtransmission systems 
designed solely for the introduction (and conveyance) of domesticlindustrial wastewater; or the 
deliberate introduction of stormwater into collectiodtransmission systems designed for the 
introduction or conveyanc,c of combinarions of storm and domestichdustrial wastewater in amounts 
which may reduce the efficiency of pollutant removal by the treatment plant is prohibited, except as 
provided by Rule 62-610.4.72, F.A.C. [62-604.130(3)] 

Collectiodtransmission system overflows shall be reported to the Department in accordance with 
Permit Condition IX. 20. [62-604.550] [62-620.610(20)] 

The operating authority of a collectiodmnsmission system and the permittee of a treatment plant are 
prohibited from accepting connections of wastewater discharges which have not received necessary 
pretreatment or which contain materials or pollutants (other than normal domestic wastewater 
constituents): 
a. 

b. 

2 ,  

3. 

4. 

Which may cause tire or explosion hazards; or 

Which may cause ex.cessive corrosion or other deterioration of wastewater facilities due to 
chemical action or pH levels; or 

10 



PERMITTEE: Aqua Utilities Florida, In,: PERMIT NUMBER FLAOI 1715-005 
FACILITY: Silver Lake Oaks Mobile Home Park WWTF EXPIRATION DATE January 9,2016 

c. Which are solid or viscous and obstruct flow or otherwise interfere with wastewater facility 
operations or treatment; or 

d. Which result in the wmtewater temperature at the introduction of the treatment plant exceeding 
4OoC or otherwise inhibiting treatment; or 

e.  Which result in the presence of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes that may cause worker health and 
safety problems. 

[62-604.130(5)] 

5 .  The treatment facility, storage ponds for Part I1 systems, rapid infiltration basins, and/or infiltration 
trenches shall be enclosed 'with a fence or otherwise provided with features to discourage the entry of 
animals and unauthorized persons. [62-610.518(1) and 62-600.400(2)(b)] 

Screenings and grit removed from the wastewater facilities shall be collected in suitable containers 
and hauled to a Department approved Class I landfill or to a landfill approved by the Department for 
receiptldisposal of screenings and grit. [62-701.300(l)(a)] 

Where required by Chaptt:r 471 or Chapter 492, F.S., applicable portions of reports that must be 
submitted under this permit shall be signed and sealed by a professional engineer or a professional 
geologist, as appropriate. [62-620.310(4)] 

The permittee shall provide verbal notice to the Department's Northeast District Office as soon as 
practical after discovery of a sinkhole or other karst feature within an area for the management or 
application of wastewater, wastewater residuals (sludges), or reclaimed water. The permittee shall 
immediately implement measures appropriate to control the entry of contaminants, and shall detail 
these measures to the Dep;utment's Northeast District Office in a written report within 7 days of the 
sinkhole discovery. [62-6;?0.320(6)] 

The permittee shall provide adequate notice to the Department of the following: 

a. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
Any new introduction of pollutants into the facility from an industrial discharger which would be 
subject to Chapter 403, F.S., and the requirements of Chapter 62-620, F.A.C., if it were directly 
discharging those pollutants; and 
Any substantial change in the volume or character of pollutants being introduced into that facility 
by a source which was identified io the permit application and known to be discharging at the 
time the permit was iswed. 
Adequate notice shall include information on the quality and quantity of effluent introduced into 
the facility and any anticipated impact of the change on the quantity or quality of effluent or 
reclaimed water to be discharged eom the facility. 

b. 

[62-620.625(2)1 

IX. GENERAL CONDITIONS 

I .  The terms, conditions, requirements, limitations, and restrictions set forth in this permit are binding 
and enforceable pursuant 110 Chapter 403, Florida Statutes. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a 
violation of Chapter 403, Florida Statutes, and is grounds for enforcement action, permit termination, 
permit revocation and reissuance, or permit revision. [62-620.610(1)] 

This permit is valid only for the specific processes and operations applied for and indicated in the 
approved drawings or exhibits. Any unauthorized deviations from the approved drawings, exhibits, 
specifications, or conditions of this permit constitutes grounds for revocation and enforcement action 
by the Department. [62-6:?0.610(2)] 

2. 
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3. As provided in subsection 403.087(7), F.S., the issuance of this permit does not convey any vested 
rights or any exclusive privileges. Neither does it authorize any injury to public or private property or 
any invasion of personal rights, nor authorize any infringement of federal, state, or local laws or 
regulations. This permit is not a waiver of or approval of any other Department permit or 
authorization that may be required for other aspects of the total project which me not addressed in this 
permit. [62-620.610(3)] 

This permit conveys no title to land or water, does not constitute state recognition or achowledgment 
of title, and does not constitute authority for the use of submerged lands unless herein provided and 
the necessary title or leasehold interests have been obtained from the State. Only the Trustees of the 
Internal Improvement Trust Fund may express State opinion as to title. [62-620.610(4)] 

4. 

5 .  This permit does not relieve the permittee from liability and penalties for harm or injury to human 
health or welfare, animal or plant life, or property caused by the construction or operation of this 
permitted source; nor does it allow the permittee to cause pollution in contravention of Florida 
Statutes and Department rules, unless specifically authorized by an order from the Department. The 
permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge, reuse of reclaimed 
water, or residuals use or disposal in violation of this permit which has a reasonable likelihood of 
adversely affecting human health or the environment. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an 
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order 
to maintain compliance wi!:h the conditions of this permit. [62-620.610(5)] 

6.  If the permittee wishes to continue an activity regulated by this permit after its expiration date, the 
permittee shall apply for and obtain a new permit. [62-620.610(6)] 

7. The permittee shall at all .times properly operate and maintain the facility and systems of treatment 
and control, and related appurtenances, that are installed and used by the permittee to achieve 
compliance with the conditions of this permit. This provision includes the operation of backup or 
auxiliary facilities or similar systems when necessary to maintain or achieve compliance with the 
conditions of the permit. [62-620.610(7)] 

8. This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing of a request 
by the permittee for a permit revision, revocation and reissuance, or termination, or a notification of 
planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition. [62-620.610(8)] 

The permittee, by accepting this permit, specifically agrees to allow authorized Department 
personnel, including an authorized representative of the Department and authorized EPA personnel, 
when applicable, upon presentation of credentials or other documents as may be required by law, and 
at reasonable times, depending upon the nature of the concern being investigated, to: 
a. Enter upon the permiltee's premises where a regulated facility, system, or activity is located or 

conducted, or where records shall be kept under the conditions of this permit; 

Have access to and cqpy any records that shall be kept under the conditions of this permit; 
Inspect the facilities, equipment, practices, or operations regulated or required under this permit; 
and 
Sample or monitor any substances or parameters at any location necessary to assure compliance 
with this permit or De,partment rules. 

9. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

[62-620.610(9)] 

10. In accepting this permit, the permittee understands and agrees that all records, notes, monitoring data, 
and other information relating to the construction or operation of this permitted source which are 
submitted to the Department may be used by the Department as evidence in any enforcement case 
involving the permitted sciurce arising under the Florida Statutes or Department rules, except as such 
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use is proscribed by Section 403.1 1 I ,  F.S., or Rule 62-620.302, F.A.C. Such evidence shall only be 
used to the extent that it is consistent with the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure and applicable 
evidentiary tules. [62-620.610(10)] 

1 I .  When requested by the Department, the permittee shall within a reasonable time provide any 
information required by law which is needed to determine whether there is cause for revising, 
revoking and reissuing, or terminating this permit, or to determine compliance with the permit. The 
permittee shall also provida to the Department upon request copies of records required by this permit 
to be kept. If the permittee becomes aware of relevant facts that were not submitted or were incorrect 
in the permit application or in any report to the Depaltment, such facts or information shall be 
promptly submitted or corrections promptly reported to the Department. [62-620.610(11)] 

12. Unless specifically stated otherwise in Department rules, the permittee, in accepting this permit, 
agrees to comply with changes in Department tules and Florida Statutes after a reasonable time for 
compliance; provided, however, the permittee does not waive any other rights granted by Florida 
Statutes or Department rules. A reasonable time for compliance with a new or amended surface water 
quality standard, other than those standards addressed in Rule 62-302.500, F.A.C., shall include a 
reasonable time to obtain or be denied a mixing zone for the new or amended standard. 16.7- 
620.61 O(l2)J 

13. The permittee, in acceptlag this permit, agrees to pay the applicable regulatory program and 
surveillance fee in accordance with Rule 62-4.052, F.A.C. [62-620.610(13)] 

14. This permit is transferabl'e only upon Department approval in accordance with Rule 62-620.340, 
F.A.C. The permittee shall be liable for any noncompliance of the permitted activity until the transfer 
is approved by the Department. [62-620.610(14)] 

15. The permittee shall give the Department written notice at least 60 days before inactivation or 
abandonment of a wastewater facility or activity and shall specify what steps will be taken to 
safeguard public health and safety during and following inactivation or abandonment. [62- 
620.61 O(lS)] 

16. The permittee shall apply for a revision to the Department permit in accordance with Rules 62- 
620.300, F.A.C., and the Department of Environmeutal Protection Guide to Permitting Wastewater 
Facilities or Activities Under Chapter 62-620, F.A.C., at least 90 days before construction of any 
planned substantial modifications to the permitted facility is to commence or with Rule 62- 
620.325(2), F.A.C., for minor modifications to the permitted facility. A revised permit shall be 
obtained before construction begins except as provided in Rule 62-620.300, F.A.C. [62-620.610(16)] 

17. The permittee shall give rdvance notice to the Department of any planned changes in the permitted 
facility or activity which inay result in noncompliance with permit requirements.The permittee shall 
be responsible for any and all damages which may result from the changes and may be subject to 
enforcement action by the Department for penalties or revocation of this permit. The notice shall 
include the following infoimation: 

a. 
b. 

C. 

[62-620.610(17)] 

A description of the anticipated noncompliance; 
The period of the anticipated noncompliance, including dates and times; and 

Steps being taken to prevent future occurrence of the noncompliance. 

18. Sampling and monitoring data shall be collected and analyzed in accordance with Rule 62-4.246 and 
Chapters 62-160, 62-601, and 62-610, F.A.C., and 40 CFR 136, as appropriate. 
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a. Monitoring results shall be reported at the intervals specified elsewhere in this permit and shall be 
reported on a Discharge Monitoring Report @MR), DEP Form 62-620.910(10), or as specified 
elsewhere in the permit. 

b. If the permittee monitors any contaminant more frequently than required by the permit, using 
Department approved test procedures, the results of this monitoring shall be included in the 
calculation and reporti.ng of the data submitted in the DMR. 

c. Calculations for all limitations which require averaging of measurements shall use an arithmetic 
mean unless otherwise specified in this permit. 

Except as specifically provided in Rule 62-160.300, F.A.C., any laboratory test required by this 
permit shall he performed by a laboratory that has been certified by the Department of Health 
Environmental Laboratory Certification Program (DOH ELCP). Such certification shall be for 
the mamx, test method and analyte(s) being measured to comply with this permit. For domestic 
wastewater facilities, testing for parameters listed in Rule 62-160.300(4), F.A.C., shall be 
conducted under the direction of a certified operator. 
Field activities including on-site tests and sample collection shall follow the applicable standard 
operating procedures described in DEP-SOP-001101 adopted by reference in Chapter 62-160, 
F.A.C. 
Alternate field procedTures and laboratory methods may be used where they have been approved 
in accordance with Rules 62-160.220, and 62-160.330, F.A.C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

[62-620.61 O(1 S)] 

19. Reports of compliance or noncompliance with, or any progress reports on, interim and final 
requirements contained in any compliance schedule detailed elsewhere in this permit shall be 
submitted no later than 14 days following each schedule date. [62-620.610(19)] 

20. The permittee shall report to the Department's Northeast District District Ofice any noncompliance 
which may endanger health or the environment. Any information shall be provided orally within 24 
hours from the time the permittee becomes aware of the circumstances. A written submission shall 
also be provided within five days of the time the permittee becomes aware of the circumstances. The 
written submission shall ,contain: a description of the noncompliance and its cause; the period of 
noncompliance including (exact dates and time, and if the noncompliance has not been corrected, the 
anticipated time it is expected to continue; and steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and 
prevent recurrence of the noncompliance. 
a. The following shall be included as information which must be reported within 24 hours under this 

condition: 
( I )  Any unanticipated bypass which causes any reclaimed water or effluent to exceed any permit 

(2) Any upset which causes any reclaimed water or the effluent to exceed any limitation in the 

(3) Violation of a maximum daily discharge limitation for any of the pollutants specifically listed 

(4) Any unauthorized discharge to surface or ground waters. 
Oral reports as required by this subsection shall be provided as follows: 
( I )  For unauthorized releases or spills of treated or untreated wastewater reported pursuant to 

subparagraph (a)4 that are in excess of 1,000 gallons per incident, or where information 
indicates that public health or the environment will be endangered, oral reports shall be 
provided to the SITATE WARNING POINT TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 320-0519, as 
soon as practical, 'but no later than 24 hours from the time the permittee becomes aware of the 
discharge. The permittee, to the extent known, shall provide the following information to the 
State Warning Point: 

limitation or results in an unpermitted discharge, 

permit, 

in the permit for such notice, and 

b. 
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(a) Name, address, and telephone number of person reporting; 
@) Name, address, and telephone number of permittee or responsible person for the 

(c) Date and time of the discharge and status of discharge (ongoing or ceased); 
(d) Characteristics of the wastewater spilled or released (untreated or treated, industrial or 

(e) Estimated amcunt of the discharge; 
(f) Location or address of the discharge; 
(g) Source and cause of the discharge; 
(h) Whether the discharge was contained on-site, and cleanup actions taken to date; 
(i) Description of area affected by the discharge, including name of water body affected, if 

any; and 
6 )  Other persons or agencies contacted. 

(2) Oral reports, not otherwise required to be provided pursuant to subparagraph b.1 above, shall 
be provided to the Department's Northeast District District Office within 24 hours from the 
time the permittee becomes aware of the circumstances. 

c. If the oral report has been received within 24 hours, the noncompliance has been corrected, and 
the noncompliance did not endanger health or the environment, the Department's Northeast 
District District Office shall waive the written report. 

discharge; 

domestic wastewater); 

[62-620.610(20)] 

21. The permittee shall report all instances of noncompliance not reported under Permit Conditions 
IX.17., IX.18., or M.19. ofthis permit at the time monitoring reports are submitted. This report shall 
contain the same information required by Permit Condition IX.20. of this permit. [62-620.610(21)] 

22. Bypass Provisions. 

a. 
b. 

"Bypass" means the intentional diversion of waste streams from any portion of a treatment works. 
Bypass is prohibited, and the Department may take enforcement action against a permittee for 
bypass, unless the perroittee affirmatively demonstrates that: 
( I )  Bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injury, or severe property damage; 

and 
(2) There were no feasible alternatives to the bypass, such as the use of auxiliary treatment 

facilities, retention of untreated wastes, or maintenance during normal periods of equipment 
downtime. This c,ondition is not satisfied if adequate back-up equipment should have been 
installed in the exercise of reasonable engineering judgment to prevent a bypass which 
occurred during normal periods of equipment downtime or preventive maintenance; and 

(3) The permittee submitted notices as required under Permit Condition K.22.b. of this permit. 

C. If the permittee knows in advance of the need for a bypass, it shall submit prior notice tu the 
Department, if possible at least 10 days before the date of the bypass. The permittee shall submit 
notice of an unanticipated bypass within 24 hours of learning about the bypass as required in 
Permit Condition IX.20. of this permit. A notice shall include a description of the bypass and its 
cause; the period of the bypass, including exact dates and times; if the bypass has not been 
corrected, the anticipalted time it is expected to continue; and the steps taken or planned to reduce, 
eliminate, and prevent recurrence oithe bypass. 

d. The Department shall approve an anticipated bypass, after considering its adverse effect, if the 
permittee demonstrates that it will meet the three conditions listed in Permit Condition IX.22.b.l. 
through 3. of this permit. 
A permittee may allow any bypass to occur which does not cause reclaimed water or effluent 
limitations to be exceeded if it is for essential maintenance to assure efficient operation. These 
bypasses are not subje'ct to the provisions of Permit Condition IX.22.a. through c. of this permit. 

e. 
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162-620.610(22)] 

23. Upset Provisions, 

a. "Upset" means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and temporary 
noncompliance with technology-based effluent limitations because of factors beyond the 
reasonable control of the permittee. 
( I )  An upset does not include noncompliance caused by operational error, improperly designed 

treatment facilities, inadequate treatment facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, careless 
or improper operation. 

(2) An upset constitules an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance with 
technology based permit effluent limitations if the requirements of upset provisions of Rule 
62-620.610, F.A.C., aremet. 

b. A permittee who wishos to establish the affirmative defense of upset shall demonstrate, through 
properly signed contemporaneous operating logs, or other relevant evidence that: 
( I )  An upset occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the upset; 
(2) The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated; 
(3) The permittee submitted notice of the upset as required in Permit Condition 1x20. of this 

(4) The permittee complied with any remedial measures required under Permit Condition IX.5. 

In any enforcement proceeding, the burden of proof for establishing the occurrence of an upset 
rests with the permittee. 
Before an enforcement proceeding is instituted, no representation made during the Department 
review of a claim that noncompliance was caused by an upset is final agency action subject to 
judicial review. 

permit; and 

of this permit. 

C. 

d. 

[62-620.610(23)] 

Executed in Jacksonville, Florida. 

STATE OF,FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Melissa M. Long, P.E. 
Program Administrator 

DATE: January 10,ZO 1 1 
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